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VARIOUS MODIFIOATIONS TO

Cl?THE BOEING XPBB-1

By Douglas A. Ktng @

SUMMARY

. .

A PCWERED MODEL

FLYING BOAT

Newton A. Mas

.A~
10

size powered model of the Boeing XPBB-1 ●lying

boat, which was dynamically similar to the full-size
flying boat, was tested In Langley tank no. 1 to observe
the effects d’ trim and powered propellers, of lengths
of forebody and afterbody, and of various spray ptrips
upon the low-speed spray characteristics.

The effects .ofpowering the propellers were to lower
the trim and to pick up spray that would not strike the
propeller disks when the propellers were windmilling.
Lowering the trim increased the height of the spray-
respect to the hull.

Changes In the length of forebody or afterbody
increased the ratio of forebody length to afterbod~
length raised the trim and reduced the intensity of
in the propellers.

with

that

spray

Spray strips having-the form of thin plates pro-
jecting vertically downward from the forebody chines were
found to be very effective in preventing spray from
striking the propellers. Fillets between the spray strips
and the bottom of the hull markedly reduces the effec-
tiveness of the spray strips. The unfllleted vertical
spray strips were about as effective in controlling the
spray as spray str~ s of the same le

~ Y
th having an angle

of’down flare of 30 and extending ou from the chine so
as to Increase the beam by almost 13 percent.
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INTRODUCTION

In a relatively small range of speed, which is just
below hump speed, the spray from the forebodes of heavily
loaded flying boats strikes the propellers. The quantity
of spray Increases with gross load and has become a factcr
limiting the gross load at which some flying boats can
take off.

The effects of load and forebody length, length-beam
ratto, angle of dead rise, spray strips, and chine flare
upon the spray characteristics of various models have
been reported in references 1 to 6. The tests of refer-
ences 1 to 6 were made on unpowered models. Other model
ts:l~”s(reference 7) have shown that the inflow of air to
po’.f~r”dpropellers picks up spray that does not hit the
p-’;)l.-:!.lerdisks when tho propellers are wlndmilling. In
a?~i): ~-.!.”;~.2 powering the propellers causes the trim of a
p~”r::-c: MY5:l to be lower than that of the same model
w;.!~h:~Lt ~~t’J~~’ s The spray chuactcrlstics of any hull are
affoctcd by trim.

TM.effects upon the spray chsractoristlcs of trim, -—
por:eretlpro~s-::.ars,length-beam ratio of the forebody and
af’ter-oody~eniio? several types of spray strips attached
to the i?z~ckd~ cl~ineswere investigated by tests of a
powered mcdcl!of the Boeing XP9B-1 flying boat. The
effects or some of these modifications on resistance and
longitudinal stability were also investigated.

SYMBOLS

A.
CAO gross-load coefficient

()7Wb

CR ()Rresistance coefficient —
wb3

% speed coefficient

()
g

,,,, ,1 I II I
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whe~e

A.

w.

b

R.

v.

6

and

6f

6e

%?

LA

d

T

r

gross load.on

,.
. .

water, ‘pounds ‘.” , -

we1f?l$t density of water, pounds per oubic foot
63. for these tests) . . ..

beam of hull, feet .,

resistance, pounds -

speed, ‘feetper second ; “

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per second
per second

flap deflection . ‘ “

elevator deflection

forebody length

afterbody length

depth of spray strips of forebodes F1o and Fll

trim, degrees

radius of fillet between spray strip and bottom
of hull of forebodes I?lj and F13

Any consistent system bf units may be used.

MODEL ‘.

The basic model, Langley tank model 17@?1A@ was a
1

~o-size model of the Boeing XPB?3-1.flying boat and was

dynamically stmllar to the full-size flylng boat. A
sketch showing the general arran@ment of the model is
given In figure 1. The basic model was supplied by the
Boeing Aircraft Company.
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!&e model differed from the actual flying boat In
that the bow gun turret and pllotls canopy were.replaoed
by a simpler deck and the waist gun turrets were omitted.
As Is customary at the Langley tanks, leading-edge slats
were added to the model to correct for the loss In maxi-
mum lift that would be obtained with the model wing with-
out slats at the low Reynolds number required in tank
tests of dynamic models.

The.model was powered by two 2-horsepower variable-
frequency alternating-current motors, which drove three-
blade m-etalpropellers 1.65 feet in diameter. The pro-
pellers operated at such a combination of blade angle and
rotational speed that the variation of thrust with forward
speed approxhabed that corresponding to the full-size
flying boat.

Two forebody lengths, two afterbody lengths, and
seven spray strips were tested. Sketches and”deslgnations
of the various parts and modifications of the model are
given in figure 2. The basic forebody F, (fig. 2(a))
had a lengt~ of 42.65 inches and an angle’of dead rise
of 17.90..The bottom adjacent to the””chinewas horizontal.
Forebody F,

b
(fig. 2(b)) was 4 inches longer than the

basic foreb dy.

All the spray strips (figs: 2(c) to 2(h)) were
attached to the basic forebody F1. The spray strips
that Increased the beam had an angle of down-flare of 3(lo
and projected 0.8 inch out from the sides of the hull.
They differed only in length. A len@h of 9.75 inches
was removed from the aft ends of the spray str~ps of
forebody F6 to form forebody F7. ~.e forrard part of
the spray strips of forebody F7 ‘was faired into the
hull to form forebody F8 ● The-spray strips that did
not increase the beam were formed from ~-inch metal

16
strips projecting vertically downward from the chines
and had approximately the same shape in elevation view
as the spray strips of’forebody F8. The depth of the
spray strips of forebody” Flo was 0.8 inch and that of
the spray stri~s offorebody “Fll was 0.4 inch. Fillets

L inch radius were inserted between”theof I-Inch and --
4

spray strips of forebody Fll to form forebodes FE

and ’13’ respectively.

~ ““
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The basic aftefibod$ A4 (fig. 2(i))had a length
of 33.4 inches and aq angle.o-fdead.rise of 20°. The
length’of the extended afterbbdy A2 (fig. 2(j))
was 43.4 inches. The keels of both afterboclieswere at
an angle of.5..4°.tothe forebody keel.. .

,

~STI~ APPtiTIJS AND fiOCEDURE .

Tests were conducted IIILangley tank no. 1 with the
apparatus substantially as described in reference 8
except that in the present tests the model was towed .
under the main carriage.

The ranges of’speed in which spray entered the pro-
pellers were determined visually during runs made at low
acceleration.

Tests were made at gross-load coefficients CA-
of 0.91,i.~, and 1.28,which correspond rospectl;ely,

f+to gross 10@.s Qf 65,500~82.,3m,and..$li?.,Q()pounds. The
condition for the tests was for full-power operation,
free to trim, at a flap deflection 6~ of 20° and an
elevator deflection . tle of -100, The center of gravtty
was located at 28 percent of the mean ae”rod~amlc chord.

..,. . ,.
}~easwements of resistance were made during runs at

constant speed..withpropellers Win&milling. ‘The resist-
ance Includes both the water resistance and ,theair drag
of the model but not the air drag of the towing gear.

In th~ teets ~de-to”determfne tlieeffects of trim
and of air flow into the propellers on the spray charac-
teristics, the gross-load ooefftcient was 0.91 (full-size
gross load, 65,cjo0 pounds) and the flaps were deflected450.
Photographs of the spray were taken at several constant ,
speeds at power-off and power-on cohdltlons. For each
speed tested, two fixed trims were used, which corre-
sponded to the free-to-trim trims for the two conditions
of power.
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RESULTS AND DIS(HJSSION . .-
. .

Effects of Trim and.Powqred Propellers
.

?he effects of trim and powered propellers on spray
characteristics are shown in figure 3. These photographs
were taken with the model operating at a.gross-load coef-
ficient of 0.91 and a speed coefficient of 1.73.
Lowering the trim approximately 2° Increased the height.
of the bow spray approxhately 1 $nch with respect to the
model. The powered propq~lers picked up spray from the
bow Itbllsters!teven though the blister s.wererelatively
far below the propeller disks. . . . .

Effect of Length of Forebody and Afterbody “

The effect of length of forebody and afterbody on
the range of speeds in which spray struck the propellers
is given in figure ~ and in the following table:

Model

F1A4 -

F4A2

F1A2

For
the
the
the

%?

g

1.28

1.08

.98

.

Range of ~ .“ Range of ,@
in which Trim “ in which ‘
spray strmk “ (deg) s~ay struk
propellers . propellers

.,.

cAn = 1.4 I = 0.91%. .

~im .
(deg) “

1.5 tO 2.3
1.4 to 2.6
1.4 tO 2.7

6.0to 8.9 1.6 to 2.0

4.4t06.7 1.6 to 2.2

3.7t07. o 1.6 to 2.5

●.

6.2 to 7.0

4.4 to 5.0

3.8 to 5.3”.

.
convenience. the lenzth of the forebod~ is taken as
distance, maasured p=rallel to the has= line, from .
step to the intersection of the keel and chine at
bow.

Extending the basic afterbody 30 percent of the
original length (8o percent of the beam) to form
model 174F1A2 lowered the trim approximately 30 in the
range of speed in which spray struck the propellers and
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greatly Increased the Intensity and volume of spray In
the propellers. The range ~f speed In which spray struck
tihepropellers was greatly lncraased,. Extending the
length of the forebody of model 17@1A2 9 percent of the
.orl.ginallength (32 percent of the beam) to form c “
model 17)+F~A2raised the trim approxlmatel$ 1° and
deoreaeed the Intensity of the spray that struck the
propellers. This decrease In int~nsity would be expected
from the results of reference 1.

Decreasing the ratio of forebody length to afterbody
length lowered the free-to-trim trim, Increcsed the
range of speed In which spray struck the propellers, and
Increased the intensity of the spray. As has been shown,
lowering the trim Increased the height of the spray and
broul;htit more under the Influence of the inflow to the
propellers.

The effect ;f len@h of forebody and afterbody on
the variation of trim and resistance with speed is shown
In fiGure 5. ‘l’heextended aftarbody li2 lowered the
trim”in the speed range in which spray struck the pro-
pellers approximately 30 and caused a high peak in the
resistance curve at a speed lass than hump speed. At the
high trims caused by the load coefficient and elevator
deflection in the planing range the extended afterbody
lowered the trim approximately 2&. The hump resistance
was decreased approximatel~ 13 percent and the resistance
at high speed was decreased slightly. Extending the
length of the forebody (changing from model 174.F1A2to
model 17@?4A2) raised the low=speed trim approximately 1°
and decreased the resistance at all speeds to a value
below that of the basic model. These trends are In
accordance with the results of refarence 3.

T’heupper trim limits of stability of model 17@lA2
(basi~ forebody, extended afterbody) were about.10 lower
than those-of model 1741?1A~(basic model) and about the
same as those of model 174F4A2 (extended forebody and
afterbody). The low-speed peak of the lower trim limit
of’stability of the models with the extended afterbody A2
occurred at a lower trim and higher speed than that of the
basic model. At higher speeds the lower trim limits of
stability of all three models were approximately the same.
~ese trends are In accordance with the results of refer.
ence 9, h which a general discussion of trim limits of
stability Is presented.
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of Angle of Dead Rise

As shown in figure ~, the range of speed in”wh~ch
spray entered the propellerfi of the model with an angle
of dead rise Of Z3° was about th s%me as that of tll.e
basic model, v~hj,clhIl[;,dan angle of dead I?i. Sf? of 3.’709°0
The intensity of spray in the propellers was approximately
tiflesame for both models. Zhese results are not in
accordanctiwith the results o.frefcrenc”es >2 andL 4, the
tests of which were made on unpowered models.

Effect of Various Spray Strips

In indication of the “effectiveness of the various
sp~ay strips on the basic forebody in controlling the
spr[:.yis ~ivcn in table 14

.——

(0.061\-D(;am) beyond th~ chines, l;~~:~j.chincl~(:,ascd.the beam
13 perc(;nt, and had an an~lc of Cl,c:’:nlflare of’500. TkIey
d.iffcreclonly in lcngtht The load and spcctlcoefficients
of the models with forebodi~s ‘6, F7, an~ q] were

based on the,beam at the step, which was the linear
dimensi~n used in computin~ the,coefficients of the basic
model. l@ual load.and speed coefficients therefore
repressnt equal loa~s ai~dspgeds in all cases,

‘Thespray strips were similar to spray strips that
had keen shc)wnto be offoctivc in tests of +mother model
in tlieLangley tank no ● 1* These spray strips were
repcr’t~clb-ythe ina.nufac.turf]l>to be (+ffective when applied
to the full-size flying boat. In thtipresent tests, tho
spray strips’of forebodes F&, E’.(, Qnd l?’~were also

effective i.rl,k~epin[i spray out,of,the propellers Short-

ening t’hespray strips mucl.ethe spray sli~h.tly more
intcnscj ‘butj table I, the:Zss]~~wn in a j)].lotdgrap-nii,

Spr’ayof the model with the shortest s“pr~~ystrips
(model 174F8Ak) did “not ~trik~ ‘WC propell~.rs. The spray

appesrad in the form of in~ivi.du.aldrops instead of the
s~looth blister that mlZybc observed in tests of rmst
models c
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slight loss in effectiveness in controlling the spray.
.,Only”vlsual observations were made and ho model number
.was assigned td”this modlflcatlon.. .

‘The.&r@tion of trh and resistance with speed of

r
model 174J? ~ 1s compared with that of’the basic model
in fl~e Below the hump speed, the spray strips
increased tie trim and resistance slightly. The hump
resistance of model 17@8A4 was about 3 percent greater
than that of th basic model.

,?.. ...
The addition of these spray strips to the forebody

lowered the trim limits OF stability slightly. -
.“

Spray strip-sthat did not increase beam.- The spray
strips of forebodes F1o, F~l, F12,. and F13 were
formod from ~-inch metal strips projecting vertically

downwud frok”the”chines. .

The spray strip of forebody I?lO, having a depth
of 0.8 inch (0.064 beam), was very effective“Inkeeping
spray out of the propellers. .@@ occasional and momen-
tary splashes of spray struck the propellers at speed
coefficients from 1.55to-2.07.

Decreasing the depth of the spray strips to 0.0)+Inch
(0.032 beam) to form forebqdy .Fll increased the inten-
sfiy of the spray very sllghtly. “As shown by tliephoto-
graphs in table I, the vertical spra~ strips of
forebody Fll were about as effective In controlling
the spray as were the spray st;ips of forebody F8.

Adding fair~ngs of l-inch and ~-inch radii-to form
4

forebodes F12 and F13, respectively, almost com-
pletely nulllfled the effectiveness of the spray strip
of forebody Fll . in keeping the spray out of the pro-
pellers. The intensity of~the.spray of forebodes FE
and F13 was somewhat less than that of the basic fore-
body Fl, and appeared in the form of lndimlihzal.dr~
rather ”than in the more usual relatively smooth blister.

The effects of the spray strips of forebodes F1o~
Fll, FE, and F13 upon the resistance and stability
characterlsti.csof the model were not determined.

.. ——
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The addition of spray strips.to any%flyimg boat
would probably increase the afi”drag of the flying boat.
In this regard, the “verticalspray strips of forebaly Fll
offer an.advantage over other types In that they could “
be’retracted vertically upward on thb sides of the hull.

.

.

Tests of a &-size m~del of the B&eing XPBB-1 flying

“boat,which was dynamlck~ly similar to the full-size
flying boat, were made with propellers operating In order
to determine the effects of trim.and powered propellers,

“ le th of forebody and afterbody, and various spray
?str ps on the low-speed spray characteristics. The tests,

which may reasonably be expect~d to apply to other types
of flying boat, Indicated the following conclusions.

1. Spray strips that extend vertically downward
I$om the forebod$ chines without appreciably increasing
the beam were about as effebtlve In controlling the bow

“ spray as spray strips that extend outward and downward
Nom the chines and Increase the beam. .B@h,types of.
spray strips were effective in keeping spray out of the
propellers. ,

2. Changes in the ’len&h af.forebody or afterbod$
that increased the z+a~ioof forebody length to after~ody
length raised the trim &nd de~retiseditheIntensity of
spray In the propellers.

●.. . . .,

3. Lowering tbe trim increased the he@ht of the
bow spray .wtthres~ectmto the hull.. c.” “

..-

Lan@ey l?emor~alAerona@ical’ ~boratory’
National Advisory Committee fgr Aeronautics “

Langley Field, Yaw. .“ ... .. ... :“.
., .
... . .“ ..

. . . . . .
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TASLS I.- EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS SFRAY STRIFS

Transverse half-section

a30 “

+.IL 0.064 b

1GL’
?-

AL 0.005b

FIO; d = 0.06/@

Fll;’d = 0.032b

L__o.032b

Fu; r = 0.08L3
F13 : r = 0.02b

.

‘1

‘4
F6 and ‘F

7

Flo

Fll

F12

%3

Sprq oharaeteristio8 it cA:.=_l.~

Some reduction in lntenaity of spray
and in range of speed IQ “hich
spray struck the propellers

No sprey struck the propellers

F8A4; + = 1.90

Spray slightly more intense than for F6,
but no spray struck the propellers

Only occasional and momentary splashes of
spray struck the propellers at speed
coefflolents from 1.55 to 2.07

F11A4; ~ = 1.90

About the aama as Flo except

splashea more frequent

Heavy spray struck propellers at
speed coefficients from 1.55
to 2.07; somewhat less spray
struck propellers than for F~

About the same as for F~

NATIONAL AWIS(XW
COMMITTHE FOR AEROK+UTICS

12
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Figure 1- Genwol orrongement of Boeing XPBB-1 flying
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1- ~z-”~
(a) Basic forebody, 6,

I
~4665N_4

(b) Extended forebod~

Jo“ft==--l

-— ——__ _____

(T
Q’“+ L-o

Figure
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(c) Forebody F6 NAT IONAL ADVISORY
CONMITTEE FDR AWNAUTICS

2.- Sketches of forebodes and afterbodies
used in tests.
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(d) Forebody F7.

(e) Forebody F8.

(f) Forebody Flo.
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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~ ~,65. ““’”fl
(g) Forebody F,l.

Fig. 2g-i

al9L%IL

‘_ I”rodim

(h) Forebody F,p. (i) Forebody 43.

Figure 2.- Continued.
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(j) Basic ofterbody , A4.

.

A

(k) Extended ufterbod~ A=.

NAT IONAL ADVISORY

coMMITTEE F(3A AERONAUTICS

Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Trim ,5,40

Power on
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Power off

Figure 3.- Effe et of trim
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